Emerging persistent memory technologies (generically referred to as Storage Class Memory or SCM) hold tremendous promise for accelerating popular data-management applications like in-memory databases. However, programmers now need to deal with ensuring the atomicity of transactions on SCM-resident data and maintaining consistency between the persistent and in-memory execution orders of concurrent transactions. e problem is specially challenging when high-performance isolation mechanisms like Hardware Transaction Memory (HTM) are used for concurrency control.
INTRODUCTION
Emerging storage class memory (SCM) technologies, such as Intel/Micron's 3DXPoint provide direct access to vast amounts of persistent memory through familiar byte/word grained LOAD and STORE instructions, hitherto employed to access the volatile memory hierarchy.
is provides performance and programmability bene ts by eliminating the I/O operations and bo lenecks common to many data management applications. It also raises problems of durability (power failures leaving pending updates in volatile bu ers), atomicity, and consistency (power failures while SCM is partially updated with autonomous out-of-order cache evictions).
Existing SCM programming frameworks separate into categories based on the degree of change they require in the processor architecture for such problems. Pure so ware approaches (Mnemosyne [14] , So Wrap [7] , ATLAS [3] , REWIND [4] , DUDETM [12] ) work with existing processor capabilities. Approaches like Kiln [16] , ATOM [10] and SPMS [11] require signi cant change to existing cache hardware and protocols in the processor microarchitecture, while solutions like WrAP [6] , and NVM-Controller [5] only require external hardware controllers not a ecting the processor core.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). SPAA '17, July 24-26, 2017, Washington DC, USA © 2017 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). 978-1-4503-4593-4/17/07 DOI: h p://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3087556.3087589 e solutions mentioned above either use two-phase locking protocols to isolate concurrent transactions or handle concurrency within the rubric of an STM [14] . PTM [15] proposes changes to processor caches while adding an on-chip scoreboard and global transaction id register to couple HTM with SCM. Recent work [1, 2, 12] has a empted to provide inter-transactional isolation by employing processor based Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) [9, 13] mechanisms. However, these solutions all require changes to the existing HTM semantics and implementations. For instance, PHTM [2] and PHyTM [1] propose a new instruction called TransparentFlush, which can be used to ush a cache line from within an HTM transaction to SCM without causing transaction aborts. DUDETM [12] proposes allowing concurrent access to designated memory variables within an HTM without causing an abort. Selective and incremental changes to the clean isolation semantics of HTM are not to be undertaken lightly; understanding their impact on global system correctness and performance typically requires long gestation periods before processor manufacturers will embrace them.
In this paper we provide a new solution to obtain persistence consistency in NVM while using HTM for concurrency control. e solution does not alter the processor micro architecture, but leverages an external NVM memory controller along with a persistence protocol to supplement the existing HTM transaction semantics.
e solution aims to achieve the concurrency bene ts of HTM by allowing transactions to operate at the speed of in-memory volatile transactions, while using backend operations to guard against and recover to a consistent volatile state in the event of failure.
OVERVIEW
Consider transactions A and B of Listings 1 & 2 that update variables x, and , z respectively. e directives HTMBegin and HTMEnd demarcate code sections serialized by the HTM. Each transaction maintains the invariant x + +z = 1 when executed by itself. When executed concurrently, the HTM aborts con icting transactions to maintain the abstraction of isolated execution.
When x, , z are persistent variables (i.e., homed in SCM), additional correctness constraints arise. Suppose transaction A executes the HTM section; at HTMEnd, the new values of x and become visible in the cache hierarchy but may or may not have been wri en to SCM. e subsequent code may use a sequence of CLWB instructions to force their write back from cache to SCM; however a crash that occurs before all the updates have been ushed can leave the SCM inconsistent. Furthermore, the cache itself may autonomously evict some of the updated variables due to cache pressure, resulting in loss of control over the precise state of the SCM at any time.
In [1, 2] the HTM semantics were changed to allow log records to be persisted to SCM from within an HTM transaction using a newly proposed instruction TransparentFlush. With this mechanism, when a transaction completes HTMEnd, a log of all its writes would be persistent in SCM. Since the HTM mechanism isolates all writes and prevents the cached values from being evicted till HTMEnd, this ensures that there will be no spurious cache write backs till all the log records are persisted; should a subsequent crash occur, recovery proceeds from the persisted log records. ere are two drawbacks to this solution: rst, transactions are slowed down and complete only a er its log records are wri en to the slower memory tier; and second, it is di cult to predict whether and when such intrusive hardware changes, which change established memory operation semantics, will be adopted by processor manufacturers.
Our solution to this problem is presented in the next section. e HTM transaction is enclosed within an atomic section demarcated by the primitives AtomicBegin and AtomicEnd. A transaction commits at AtomicEnd at which time its writes become durable (at least in a recoverable log). Logs are wri en to SCM outside the HTM transaction, and thus no change is required to HTM semantics or mechanisms. Non-con icting transactions execute concurrently without waiting for a previous transaction to commit and their speed and ordering is determined solely by the HTM; logging operations continue in the background without slowing down the front-end HTM transactions.
OUR APPROACH
To couple persistence with HTM concurrency we need to solve three challenges: (a) Spurious Cache Evictions (b) Transaction Ordering and (c) Persisting the updates. Cache Evictions: e HTM mechanism ensures that no updates will be evicted from the cache to SCM between HTMBegin and HTMEnd. However, cache evictions a er HTMEnd and before the log is persisted can cause inconsistency in the SCM in case of a crash. We use the non-intrusive NVM controller proposed in [5] to address this problem. e controller implements a victim cache that holds evictions of SCM variables from the LLC until it is safe to update the SCM home locations of updated variables. A protocol for safely reclaiming entries from the victim cache while spilling the contents of the saved logs to the home locations was described in [5] . Here also we use the NVM controller to guard against spurious updates to SCM by cache evictions. However we need to modify the persistence protocol signi cantly: speci cally, the conditions under which log retirements and victim cache deletions are triggered. Transaction Ordering: To order transactions we use the platformwide clock available on Intel architectures. Speci cally, we use the platform timer read instruction RDTSCP to timestamp transactions. ese timestamps will determine when and in what order the transactions are retired to SCM. Each transaction maintains two timestamps: a start timestamp (STS) that is set before the transaction executes HTMBegin and an end timestamp (ETS) that is set immediately before executing HTMEnd. e end timestamps will determine the transaction retirement order, so it is necessary that they correctly re ect transaction execution ordering in volatile memory. Speci cally, if the HTM orders transaction A before a con icting transaction B, then the end timestamp of A should be smaller than that of B. Since instruction delays are unpredictable, the instant that ETS is set must be correctly chosen. If two transactions have disjoint variable sets or are non-overlapping (the last invocation of one begins a er the other's end), then any choice of the time stamping instant within their HTM sections will order them consistently. e tricky situation is when two transactions share variables and overlap their execution, but neither is aborted because the actual writes (or reads) to the shared variables in one transaction occur only a er the second has completed its HTMEnd. In this case, if reading the timer is made the last instruction before the end of the HTM section, then we are guaranteed that the order of end timestamps will correctly re ect the consistency order [8] .
We obtain the global system time stamp counter using the new Intel instruction RDTSCP or "read time stamp counter and processor ID".
is instruction does not need to be preceded by a serializing CPUID instruction. However, later instructions may get reordered before RDTSCP; to prevent the reordering of an XEND before reading the timestamp counter into registers, we save the resulting time stamp into volatile memory, which, at the end of the HTM transaction a er XEND, is guaranteed to instantly re ect all memory operations contained between XBEGIN and XEND. Persisting Updates: A er HTMEnd, a transaction writes its log records to SCM along with its end timestamp. e controller will retire the transactions in order of their ETS values. In retiring a transaction, the controller must persist the updates to the home locations of the variables, delete the log of the transaction, and reclaim any of these cache lines that may have spilled into the victim cache. To implement the retirement phase we employ two logical structures: a blue list and a red priority queue ordered by end timestamps. e structure can be implemented as a single lock-free data structure [8] . A er se ing its start timestamp, a new transaction places itself at the tail of the blue list of open transactions and executes HTMBegin. Just prior to completing its HTM section it sets the end timestamp. Following HTMEnd, the transaction persists its logs to SCM, inserts itself into the red priority queue in order of its end timestamp, and deletes itself from the blue list. A retirement thread retires the transaction at the head of the priority queue when it is safe: this occurs when all transactions in the blue list have start timestamps that are greater than its end timestamp. Since the head of the blue list has the earliest start timestamp, the retirement thread only needs to examine the head element.
A transaction can commit any time a er being inserted into the priority queue. If it waits till retirement to commit then it is guaranteed durability of its updates. Otherwise, if a transaction with smaller ETS has not persisted its logs before a crash, its log may not be replayed on recovery. e application can choose between early commit versus guaranteed durability. In any case, SCM will be restored to a consistent previous state on recovery. HandleOpenWrap (wrapId w)
Mark w with start timestamp = RDTSCP(); Add w to tail of Blue List;
HandlePublishedRTC (wrapId w, time endT ime) Add w to Red Priority eue with endT ime value; Remove w from Blue List;
HandleCloseWrap (wrapId w)
Mark w in Red Priority eue as complete;
Algorithm
e controller catches cache evictions of SCM variables and holds them in a volatile victim cache till their home locations have been updated by transaction retirements. It tracks the set of open transactions in a bit vector and uses it to tag evicted cache lines with a dependency set. When a transaction retires it is removed from all dependency sets. When the dependency set of a cache line is empty it can be deleted from the victim cache. For details see [5] .
Algorithm 1 shows the controller actions and the so ware wrapper to invoke its functions. We refer to an HTM transaction and the associated logging and retirement operations as a wrap.
OpenWrapC opens a wrap, which triggers HandleOpenWrap. It then opens an HTM transaction with HTMBegin (instruction XBE-GIN).
e HTM transaction detects concurrency con icts in the transaction. On an HTM abort, the HTM transaction can be rea empted with exponential back-o or revert to a global fallback lock a er several a empts. Additionally, if an HTM transaction is aborted, the associated wrap is also aborted.
wrapStore is a normal write, but also records the address and value of the store to an in-cache memory log to be saved to SCM on successful HTM end. Not every write within the HTM transaction needs to be wrapped. Only the nal write to a variable needs to create a log record. However, creating multiple log records for a variable will not a ect correctness.
CloseWrapC sets the end timestamp of the transaction using RDTSCP. Following a successful end of the HTM section it moves the wrap to the appropriate place in the priority queue based on its end timestamp, persists the log, and then marks the entry in the priority queue as ready for retirement.
e SCM Controller retires logs in order of end timestamps provided all prior opened transactions have completed. HandlePublishedRTC moves a wrap from the Blue list to the Red Priority eue with priority of the end timestamp. HandleCloseWrap simply marks the wrap, which is in the Red Priority eue, as complete.
For retirement, the head of the Red Priority eue is examined. If the head element is marked as complete and its end timestamp is less than the start timestamp of all transactions in the Blue list then the head element in the Red eue may be removed and variables in the wrap retired. Retiring the wrap simply reads the log, copies values safely to home locations, and a er all variables are safely commi ed, removes the log.
Recovery
e Red Priority eue and Blue list are not saved in persistent SCM. However, the transaction start timestamp, end timestamp, and log completion ag are stored in the log in persistent memory. is allows for easy reconstruction of the state of the queues during recovery following a failure.
For recovery, we read all logs and rebuild the Blue list and Red eue. We then process the completed transactions starting from the head of the Red queue that have end timestamps that are less than the smallest start timestamp in the Blue list. is brings the system back into the closest possible point for in-memory consistency.
NVM Controller Variant
e NVM controller presented in [5] retires transactions directly from transaction logs and removes elements from the victim cache when the dependency set becomes empty. In a variant on the NVM controller, we can instead propagate elements directly from the victim cache to the backend SCM when the dependency set of a cache line in the victim cache becomes empty and use logs only for recovery. A number of alternative implementations are possible in this approach e. . explicitly evict transaction values from the processor caches using CLWB instructions a er a transaction ends its concurrency section and periodic fence instructions (which guarantee durability of the ushed values in recent Intel architectures) to allow saved logs to be deleted. e details are deferred to the full paper. Figure 1a shows example transactions A and B from Listings 1 and 2 using the Wrap Library functions from Algorithm 1. Variables x,y and y,z are updated using wrapStore within OpenWrapC() and CloseWrapC() bounds. Figure 1b shows an example set of four transactions, T1-T4, happening concurrently. e Table shown in Figure 1c Red Priority  t1  T1  t2  T1, T2  t3  T1, T2, T3  t4  T1, T3  T2  t5  T1, T3, T4  T2  t6  T1, T4  T2, T3  t7  T1, T4  T2, T3  t8 T1, T4 First, at time t1, T1 opens and places itself with its start timestamp at the end of the Blue list. At times t2 and t3, transactions T2 and T3 are added to the end of the Blue list with their start timestamps. T2 then completes its concurrency section and publishes its end timestamp at time t4 and begins writing its logs, moving from Blue to Red. Transaction T4 starts at time t5 and is added to the Blue list. T3 completes its concurrency section and publishes its end timestamp at t6, moving from the Blue to Red queue.
Example
At time t7, transaction T3 has completed writing its logs and is marked completed in the Red queue, denoted by a bold and circled entry. However, T3 cannot be retired since it is not the head of the Red queue and T1, the head of the Blue list, has a smaller start timestamp, which could potentially place it near the front of the Red queue. When T2 completes writing of logs at time t8, it is marked as complete in the Red queue, but also has a later completion time than T1, the head of the Blue list.
When T1 nally completes its concurrency section and publishes its end timestamp at t9, T1 is moved from the Blue list to the Red queue and T2 is retired. At time t9+, T3, the new head of the Red priority queue, is complete with a published end timestamp and log. However, at this time, T3 cannot be retired since it is waiting on T4, which hasn't yet published its end time and had started before T3 completed.
At time t10, T4 publishes its end timestamp and moves from the Blue List to Red eue. Note that T4 has an ending time before T1, so it is placed before T1 in the Red Priority eue. T1 completes log writing at t11 and is marked ready for retirement, but is behind T4, which hasn't yet nished writing its logs. At time t12, T4 completes writing its logs and both T4 and T1 can be retired in order.
